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Michael Codish t 

Freeness Analysis for Logic 
Programs - And Correctness?* 

Dennis Damsl Gilberto File§ Maurice Bruynooghet • 

Abstract 

Several proposals for computing freeness information for logic. programs ha.ve been 
put forward in recent literature. The availability of such information has proven useful 
in a variety of applications, including parallelization of Prolog programs, optimizations in 
Prolog compilers, as well as for improving the precision of other analyses. While these 
proposals have illustrated the importance of such analyses, they lack formal justification. 
Moreover, several have been found incorrect. This paper introduces a novel domain of 
abstract equation systems describing possible sharing and definite freeness of terms in a 
system of equations. A simple and intuitive abstract unification algorithm is presented, 
providing the core of a correct and precise sharing and freeness analysis for logic programs. 
Our contribution is not only a correct algorithm, but perhaps primarily, the systematic 
approach in which it is derived by mimicking each step in a suitable concrete unification 
algorithm. Consequently, the abstract algorithm is intuitive - as it resembles the concrete 
algorithm. It is easy to justify - as the proof of correctness boils down to showing that 
each step in the concrete algorithm is mimicked by a corresponding step in the abstract 
algorithm. Finally, it is precise - as each step mimics only those situations which can 
arise in the concrete algorithm. 

·This work was funded in part by the ESPRIT project 5246 PRINCE and by "Prog. Fin. Sistemi informatid 
e Calcolo Parallelo' of CNR, grant 0.91.00026.69. 
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'Dept. of Computing Science, TUE, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. v8jnddlinfo. win. tue.nl 
SDip. di Mat. Pura e App., Universiti di Padova, Italy. filelpdaat1.unipd.it 
'Supported by the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research. 
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1 Introduction 

We say that terms tl and t2 share if they contain a common variable; they share under an 
equation system E if the terms tl 9 and t,1J share where IJ is a most general unifier of E. We 
say that variable X is free under E if X 9 is a variable. Sharing and freeness information 
are useful for several purposes, for example, in the context of parallel execution of Prolog 
programs [11]. Consider a clause 

p(X, Y) +- q(X), r( Y). 

A sharing analysis may enable parallel execution of q(X) and r( Y) if it determines that X 
and Y do not share under any calling pattern. However, even if X and Y do share, then 
pa.rallel execution is still enabled if a freeness analysis determines that execution of q(X) 
leaves X free. 

Freeness information may also be used to optimize programs containing built-ins such 
as var(X), nont>ar(X) or X is Y + Z. Moreover it can be used to improve the results of 
groundness and sharing analyses, as described in [16]. 

We consider analyses which are given within the semantic based framework of abstract 
interpretation [6]. A program analysis is viewed as a non-standard semantics defined over a 
domain of data-descriptions. Analyses are constructed by replacing the basic operations on 
data in a suitable concrete semantics with corresponding abstract operations defined on data
descriptions. Formal justification is reduced to proving conditions on the relation between 
data and data-descriptions and on the elementary operations defined on the data-descriptions. 
This approach eases both the development and the justification of program analyses. In 
the case of logic programming languages, proving the correctness of an abstract unification 
function is the major step in justifying an analysis. 

In this paper we view substitutions as sets of equations in solved form, and unification 
as the process of reducing a set of equations to solved form. A goal is a pair (g; E) where 9 
is a set of atoms and E is a satisfiable set of equations which specifies an instance of g. A 
resolution step reduces a goal ( ... ,a, ... ;E) with a (renamed) clause c = h +- b" ... ,b. 
by replacing the atom a by bl , . .. , b. and adding the equation a = h to E if {a = h} U E is 
satisfiable. The activated instance of c is specified by mgu( {a = h} U E). See Figure 1( a). 

The core component in developing an abstract interpretation is to design an operation 
",y"A which abstracts the unification step, as described in Figure 1 (b) where f is an abstract 
equation system. The basic correctness condition is that for every E which is described by 
f, we have that mgu({a = h} U E) is described by mguA({a = h} U f). In the following we 
focus on specifying an abstract unification algorithm which captures freeness of variables. 

Consider a single equation X = f( A) where A is bound to a variable and X is bound to 
a compound term. Solving this equation may obviously bind A to a compound term. On the 
other hand, if X is bound to a variable then A will remain free. However, if there is another 
equation involving X then freeness of A may be affected, through sharing as in the following 
set of equations: 

E = {X = f(A), Y = f(g(B)),' Y = X} 

where mgu( E) binds A to the compound term g( B). This example demonstrates the way 
freeness is influenced by variable sharing. Sharing between X and Y may be less direct and 
still affect freeness, as in 

{ X = f(A), Y = f(g(B)), U = V, heX, Y) = h( U, V)} 
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1(···, a, ... ; E) I 
1 

Figure 1: (a) Concrete unification: 
mgu({a = h} U E) 
specifies the activated 
instance of the clause. 

1(···, a, ... ; £) I 
1 

(b) Abstract unification: 
mgu.A({ a = h} U £) 
describes the activated 
instance of the clause. 

Thus, precise inference of freeness will depend on an analysis of variable sharing. In the 
algorithm we present, the propagation of sharing will in fact constitute a main concern. 
However, even in the presence of other equations involving X it is sometimes possible to infer 
freeness of A, like in: 

E' = { X = f(g(A», Y = f(B), Y = any_term( ... X ... )} 

where the third equation contains an arbitrary compound term containing X. A solved form 
of E' is of the form: 

mgu(E') = {X = f(g(A», B = somderm( ... A ... ), Y = any_term( ... A ... )} 

in which A remains a free variable. Our abstract unification algorithm formalizes this rea
soning. 

Early proposals for freeness analysis in logic programs include [7, 14]. More recent pro
posals such as [16, 5, 18] aim at improving the precision of the analysis by considering more 
carefully the effect of sharing information on freeness. Unfortunately, attempts to justify these 
improved algorithms have so far failed. In fact, each of them has been found erroneous for 
some rare cases [10] (a corrected version orrI6] can be found in [9] and a revised version of[I8]. 
can be obtained). It is our belief that the general intuition behind these algorithms is correct 
(as well as the algorithms themselves once "fine tuned"). However, we propose that a more 
systematic approach in the specification of such algorithms should be taken. More specifically, 
instead of intuitively mimicking the process of concrete unification for data-descriptions, it 
is productive to formally mimic each step in a suitable concrete algorithm. This approach 
has been illustrated in [2] which provides the first proof of correctness for abstract unification 
over Slbndergaard's domain for sharing analysis described in [17]. 

The contribution of this paper is a clear and intuitive abstract unification algorithm which 
is the core component needed to provide a freeness analysis by abstract interpretation. Our 
algorithm is derived and proven safe by mimicking each step in a standard unification algo
rithm, given a suitable notion of data-descriptions. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some preliminary defini· 
tions and not.atious. Sedioll ;} iJltr()(hH:(~S onT notion of data~dcs(:ript.i()ns which are sY!:IteT"ls 

of abstract equations. Section 4 presents the abstract unification algorithm and provides 
several examples of its use. Section 5 states the correctness of the abstract unification algo
rithm. Section 6 describes the integration of our algorithm within frameworks for abstract 
interpretation, the relation between our abstract domain and the Share X Free domain of [16], 
discusses possible extensions of our domain which can provide a more precise analysis, and 
concludes. A preliminary version of this paper appeared as [1]. 
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1. X = X:: E 
remove 

-+ 

2. f(tl, ... ,t.) = X:: E 

E 

switch 
-+ 

3. f(tlo ... ,t.) =f(sJ,""S'):: E 

X =f(tJ, ... ,t.)::E 

peel 
-+ {ti = Si I i = l..n} U E 

4. X = t :: E 
8ubst 
-+ X = t :: E[X ItJ if X ¢ vars( t). 

Figure 2: Concrete Unification. 

2 Preliminaries 

Let ~ be a fixed alphabet of function symbols and Var an infinite (enumerable) set of vari
ables. We assume a partitioning PVar U MVar of Var (into infinite sets) so as to distinguish 
between progmm variables and meta-variables which are later introduced to capture possible 
sharing between terms. The term algebras over ~ and Var and over ~ and PVar are denoted 
respectively Term and PTerm. 

An equation over a set T of terms is an object of the form tl = t2 where tl, ~ E T. An 
equation system over T is a set E of equations over T. The terms in an equation system 
are the terms from the left- and right-hand sides of its equations (i.e., not their subterms), 
unless stated otherwise. Given an equation system E and an equation e, we let e :: E denote 
the set {e} U E. An equation system can be reduced by the classic unification algorithm [15J 
either to a solved form (also called a most geneml unifier) if E is satisfiable, or else to fail. 
The unification algorithm consists offour rewrite rules (see Figure 2) which are applied to the 
equations in a system until a solved form is reached (or failure is identified). The algorithm is 
deterministic in the sense that exactly one rule applies to a given equation; it is confluent in 
the sense that the solved form is unique (up to renaming) and does not depend on the order 
in which the equations are considered. 

We fix a partial function mgu which maps an equation system E to a solved form mgu( E). 
A reference to mgu( E) implicitly implies that E is satisfiable. The correspondence between 
equations in solved form and idempotent substitutions is well known (see for example [13]). 
We say that a variable X is free with respect to a (concrete) equation system E if it is free 
under the substitution corresponding to mgu(E). 

We adopt the following conventions. Q,Z, ZJ, etc. denote meta-variables and s, t, SJ, 

tJ, etc. for elements of PTerm. Sets of variables are typically denoted V, VI, etc. For any 
syntactic object s, vars(s) ~ Var is the set of all variables occurring in s. 

3 Abstract Equations 

The set of equation systems over PTerm, denoted Eqs, is referred to as the set of concrete 
equations systems. Abstract equations are equations involving meta-terms: 
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Definition 3.1 meta- and abstract- terms, abstract equations 
The set o/meta-terms isMTerm = {.L[V]I V ~ Var}: The set o/abstract terms isATerm = 
Term U MTerm. A n abstract equation system is an equation system over ATerm. The set 0/ 
abstract equation systems is denoted AEqs. 

T, e, Th 6, etc. are used for elements of ATerm. Note that in a meta-term .L[V], V 
may contain meta-variables as well as program variables. Intuitively, the variables in a meta
term specify possible sharing between terms. Meta-terms describe normal terms under the 
constraint that a pair of abstract (possibly meta-) terms TI, T2 describes a pair of concrete 
terms which may share only if TI and T2 share. In the following we distinguish the occurrences 
of a. m~ta-term occurrin,,; in an ahRtrart equation system. Different occurrences of .L[ V] will 
sometimes be denoted .LI [V], .L2[ V], etc. We often omit set-brackets ill meta-terms and write 
.L[X, Y] instead of .L[{X, V}]. 

The description relation ex on AEqs X Eqs is formalized in terms of an abstract term 
replacement. 

Definition 3.2 abstract term replacement 
A n abstract term replacement jJ, is a mapping from (occurrences 0/) abstract terms to terms 
such that: 

1. jJ,(X) = X lor X E PVar; 

2. jJ,(Z) E PVar lor Z E MVar; 

3. jJ,(f( TI> ... , Tn» = /(jJ,( TI), ... , jJ,( Tn» lor /( TI>' .. , Tn) E Term; 

4. I'(.L[V]) E PTerm lor an occurrence o/.L[V] E MTerm. 

We extend I' to a mapping from AEqs to Eqs as follows: 

5. jJ,(TI = T2) = jJ,(Td = jJ,(T2); 

6. jJ,(e :: E) = jJ,(e):: 1'( E) if e is not of the form .L[ V] = .L[ V']; 

7. I'(e :: E) = 1'(£1):: ... :: jJ,(en) :: I'(E) if e is of the form .L[V] = .L[V'], where 
el> ... ,en are occurrences of e (for some n ~ 0). 

A n abstract term replacement I' is said to be coherent w. r. t. an equation system E i/ for any two 
(occurrences of) abstract terms or subterms in E, vars(jJ,(TI»nvars(I'(T2)) ¥- 0 => vars(Tdn 
vars( T2) ¥- 0. 

Intuitively, the coherence of I' means that it does not introduce sharing in the concrete terms 
which is not present in the abstract terms. For example, if a meta-term .L[ V] occurring in an 
abstract equation system t: is mapped, by a coherent jJ" to a term which contains X E PVar, 
and X occurs in t: as well, then X must be in V. 

Definition 3.3 equation description 
An abstract equation system t: describes a concrete equation system E, denoted t: ex E, if 
there exists an abstract term replacement 1', coherent with t:, such that /l(E) = E. 
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Example 3.1 Consider the abstract equation systems (letting A,B, U, W,X, Y E PVar) 

{

X = f(g(A))} 
£1= Y=f(B) 

Y = -L[X] 

Y = g(B) jX=f(A)] 

£2 = X = -L[Z] 

Y = -L[Z] 

{
X = Z } 

£3 = Y = -L[Z] 

£. = { -L[Z] = -L[Z]} 

£1 ()( {X = f(g(A)), Y = feB), Y = f(f(X))} taking a term replacement J1 which maps -L[X] 
to f(f(X)), because the sharing between X and f(f(X)) is present between the corresponding 
abstract terms (X and -L[X] resp.) in £1' Likewise, £1 describes also {X = f(g(A)), Y = 
feB), Y = W} letting J1 map -L[X] to W, because there is only sharing between the two 
occurrences of Y in E, hence J1 is obviously coherent w.r.t. £1' 

£2 ()( {X = f(A), Y = g(B), X = f( W), Y = g( W)} taking a term replacement J1 which 
maps the two occurrences of -L[Z] respectively to f( W) and g( W). The sharing between these 
terms is allowed because the two meta-term occurrences share Z. However, there does not 
have to be sharing, as exemplified by the fact that also £2 ()( {X = f(A), Y = g(B), X = 
f( W), Y = g( U)}. 

£3 ()( { X = A, Y = f(A)}. 

£. describes any concrete system of equations, so, e.g., £. ()( {X = f(A), Y = g(B), X = 
f( W), Y = g( W)}. The motivation for this is clarified in Section 4. 

It is sometimes useful to annotate a meta-term -L[V] denoting that it may be mapped 
only to a non-variable term, or alternatively, only to a variable. We write -L+[V] and ~[V] 
respectively to denote these cases. The notation a == b will be used to denote that a is of 
the form b. Thus, we write -L[V];j; -L+[V] to specify that -L[V] is not of the form -L+[V] and 
similarly -L[ V] ;j; ~[V]. 

The following definition extends the standard notion of syntactic substitution for abstract 
terms. It specifies how to replace all occurrences of a variable in a syntactic (possibly abstract) 
object by an abstract term r'. 

Definition 3.4 syntactic substitution 
Let r, r' E ATerm, X E Var and V ~ Var. The syntactic substitution of r' for X in r is 
denoted r[X Ir'] and is defined as usual for r, r' E Term. In addition, if r or r' i .• a meta-term 
then: 

r X r' _ {r' if X rf. vars(r) 
[ I ] - -L[11ars({r,r'}) \ {X}] otherwise. 

Syntactic substitution extends naturally for arbitrary syntactic objects containing abstract 
terms. 

Example 3.2 

1. {Y = -L[X,A],Z= -L[X,B]} [Xlf(a)] = {Y = -L[A],Z= -L[B]}. 

2. {X = f(A), Y = -L[A]} [AI -L[Z]] = {X = -L[Z], Y = -L[Z]}. 
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We note that in general, syntactic substitution does not preserve sharing. The meta
terms .L[X, A] and .L[X, B] in Example 3.2(1) describe respectively the terms g(X, A, Q) 
and g(X,B,Q). However, there is no coherent I' under which g(X,A,Q)[Xff(a)] and 
g(X,B, Q)[Xff(a)] are mapped to .L[X,A][Xff(a)] and .L[X,B][Xff(a)]. We would like 
to have an operation that correctly mimics syntactic substitution, also w.r.t. sharing. When
ever two meta-tefI~s .L[ V] and .L[ V'] in an abstract equation system E share a variable, it 
is possible to add a "fresh" meta-variable Q (i.e., obtaining .L[V U {Q}] and .L[V' U {Q}]) 
without changing the interpretation of E. Likewise, a meta-variable can always be removed 
from meta-terms if this does not affect the sharing in E. For a (possibly abstract) syntactic 
object 8, we denote by s[X + Q] the object obtained by adding the meta-variable Q in each 
meta-term containing X in s. 

Proposition 3.1 Let E E Eqs, E E AEqs and Q E MVar. If Q ¢ vars(E) then for every 
variable X in e, e ()( E ¢> e[ X + Q] ()( E. 

Example 3.3 

1. {X = a, Y = .L[X],Z= .L[X]}IX + Q] = {X = a, Y = .L[X,Q],Z= .L[X,Q]}., 

2. Q can be removed from { X = .L[Q, A], Y = .L[Q, A, B]} but not from 

{X = .L[Q,A], Y = .L[Q,B]} and not from {X = Q, Y = .L[Q,B]}. 

Adding and removing variables from meta-terms is used in our abstract unification al
gorithm. In particular, when performing syntactic substitution we add meta-variables to 
preserve sharing information and correctly mimic concrete unification. On the other hand, an 
implementation of the algorithm benefits from the removal of superfluous variables from meta
terms. We assume throughout that meta-terms .L[ V] with V = 0 are not allowed. A fresh 
meta-variable can always be added to such a meta-term and this simplifies our construction. 

4 The Abstract Unification Algorithm 

The abstract unification algorithm consists of a set of abstract rewrite rules which mimic the 
corresponding rules for concrete unification and are illustrated in Figure 3 (where we assume 
that Q E MVar is a "fresh" meta-variable and T E ATerm \MTerm). Whenever an abstract 
equation E (in an abstract equation system) describes a concrete equation e then there is an 
abstract rule applicable to f which corresponds to the concrete rule applicable to e (indicated 
by a label on the arrow). The algorithm reduces an abstract equation system by repeated 
application of these rules. Intuitively, a variable is free if it remains free in any sequence of 
(abstract) rewrites. This notion is formalized in Definition 5.l. 

In contrast to concrete unification, several rules may apply to a given abstract equation, 
as it. may describe different concrete equations. Hence, the abstract unification algorithm is 
non-deterministic and may result in different solved forms, all of which must be considered. 
The algorithm is also not confluent. However, correctness is maintained regardless of the order 
in which equations are considered, as is proven in the next section. In examples we adopt 
the convention that the equation chosen for (abstract or concrete) reduction is indicated by 
underlining it. The rule that is applied in an abstract reduction is indicated by labelling the 
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arrow by the number of the rule. When we say that an abstract reduction e ..... e' COrTec!/y 
mimics a concrete reduction E ..... E', we imply that e IX E and e' IX E'. 

The rules are classified according to the form of c, the abstract equation chosen for reduc
tion. In each case we mimic any concrete rule which might apply for some concrete equation 
system described by the abstract system. Rules 1-3 are identical to their concrete counter
parts; also 5/6( a&b) are easily motivated. Rules 5( c) and 6( c) are motivated by the possibility 
that the abstract equation describes an equation of the form f( ... ) = f( •. . ). The rules 4, 
5(d) and 6(d) which mimic syntactic substitution are motivated by the following. In rule 
4 a fresh meta-variable is added to preserve possible sharing (see Example 4.1(1)). In rule 
5(d), observe that while X may occur in V, it may not occur in the concrete term described 
by 1-[V]. Hence, V is replaced by V' = V[X/Q] on the right of the arrow (see Example 
4.1(2)). In rule 6(d) consider that l..[V] may describe either a (program) variable occurring in 
V \ vars( T) or a "hidden" variable, described by Q, which may occur also in a term described 

, by another meta-term l..[V'], but only if V' contains a variable Y E V (see Example 4.1(3)). 
Rule 7 is a special case in which no freeness information can be maintained: any variable in 
VI U V2 is potentially non-free (see Example 4.2). 

Example 4.1 Rules 4, 5(d) and 6(d). 

1. {X = a,A = l..[X],B = l..[X]} ~ {X = a,A = l..[Q],B = l..[Q]} 

2. 

3. 

COrTec!/y mimics the following concrete transitions: 

{X = a,A =f(X),B= g(X)} suJ',.t {X = a,A =f(a),B =f(a)}, 

{X = a,A = f(X, U),B = g(X, U)} .~t 

{ X = a, A = f( a, U), B = g( a, U) } . 

{ ~: :[X]} 
z = 1-[X] 

COrTec!/y mimics 

4 ..... 
{

Y-X } 
X = l..[X] 
Z = l..[X] 

s-W {.~: ~~~l } 
Z = l..[Q] 

{ 
~ :~U) } ,~t 
Z=g(U,X) { 

Y = X } { Y = f( U) } 
X =f(U) .~t X =f(U) . 
Z = g(U,X) Z = g(U,/(U)) 

6(.)( i) 

{
f(Y)=f(X),A=f(Y)} . 
l..[ Y, Q] = g( W, Z) 

{
A=f(X),l..[AJ=f(Y)} /' 

l..[A]=g(W,Z) ~ {A=f(X),Q=f(Y)} 

6(')(ii) l..[A, Y] = g(W,Z) 
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1. X = X ::E re~ve E. 

2. f(r), ... ,r.)=X::t: .w ..... ch X=f(r), ... ,r.)::t:. 

3. f(rl, ... ,r.)=f(6, ... ,~.)::t: p~1 {ri=~ili=l..n}Ut:. 

4. X = r:: t: .~.t X = r:: t:[X + Q][Xlr] if X f. vars(r). 

5. r = l[V] :: t: 

(a) r.~ve t: if rEV and l[V] ¢ l+[V]. 

(b) .w ..... ch .t[V] = r :: t: ifr =f(rl, ... ,r.) and l[V] ¢ l+[V]. 

(e) p~l {ri=lo[V]li=L.n} U t: ifr=f(rJ, ... ,r.)andlo[V]¢.t[V]. 

(d) .~t X = l[V'] :: t:[X + Q][XIl[V']] ifr = X and V' = V[XIQ]. 

6. l[V] = r :: t: 

(a) ~ve t: ifr E V and l[V] ¢ l+[V]. 

(b) .w ..... ch r=l+[V]:: t: ifrE Varandl[V]¢.t[V]. 

(e) p~l {lo[V] = ri I i = l..n} U t: ifr =J(rl> ... ,r.) and l[V] ¢ .t[V]. 

(d) .~. {(i) X = r :: t:[X + Q][X Ir] for each X E V \ vars(r) 
(ii) Q = r :: t:[y + Q][Qlr] for each Y E V. 

if l[ V] ¢ l+ [V]. 

7 •. L(VI ] = l[V2] :: t: ~ l[V] = l[V] :: t:[ 1\ X I l[V]] 
Xe V 

where V = VI U V2 and t:[ 1\ X /l[ V]] denotes the simultaneous syntactic 
Xev 

substitution of all X E V by lo[V]. 

Figure 3: Abstract Unification. 
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mimic respectively the following concrete steps: 

{
A = f(X),A = fey)} 
g(U,A)=g(W,Z) 

{
A = f(X), U = f( Y)} 
g( U,A) = g(W, Z) 

Example 4.2 Rule 7. 

lIubat 
-> 

Bubst 
-> 

{
/( Y) = I(X), A = I( Y)} 
g(U,J(Y)) = g(W,Z) , 

{
A=f(X),U=f(Y) } 
g(f(Y),A) = g(W,Z) . 

Consider an abstroct equation .L[AJ = .L[BJ which describes any number of concrete equations 
of the form s = t in which s possibly shares with A and t with B. For instance, s = 
f(W,g(W),A) and t =f(U,B,g(U)). Observe that 

{ 
.L[AJ = .L[BJ} !. {.L[A, BJ = .L[A, BJ} !. {1.[A, BJ = 1.[A, BJ} 
A = C .L[A,BJ = C .L[A,BJ = C 

correctly mimics the following concrete reductions: 

{
f( W,g( W),A) = f( u, B,g( U))} peelj ;;) ~ Bj.Ub.t j;;) ~ B j 
A - C -> A = g( U) -> A = g( U) . 

A = C . g(U) = C 

To see that {.L[A,BJ = .L[A,B]} describes {W = U,g(W) = B,A = g(U)}, consider an 
abstroct term replacement Jl which maps six occurrences of the meta-term .L[A, BJ respectively 
to the six terms W, U, g( W), B, A and g( U). This mapping is coherent hence providing 
the required result. As the example illustrotes, .L[ VIJ = 1.[ V2J needs to be able to represent 
any number of concrete equations because "peeling" may replace the represented equation by 
an unknown number of new ones. 

The abstract unification algorithm illustrated in Figure 3 is derived by considering for each 
possible form that an abstract equation may take, the set of concrete equations it describes 
and the set of concrete transitions which should be mimicked. However, some of the cases 
are superfluous. Rules 5 and 6 consider symmetric cases and rule 6( d) will always be applied 
aft", rule 5(b). Figure" illustrates an optimized versiou of rnlcs 5 and 6. Rule 6' always 
switches the sides of an equation and rule 5'(b) combines the switch & substitute. 

We now present several examples of abstract unification. Superfluous variables in meta
: terms are not indicated. 

, Example 4.3 The following analysis determines that A and B remain free for all equation 
systems described by the initial abstroct equation system. 

{

X=f(A,B)} 4 {X=f(A,B)}5'(d) {X=f(A,B)} 6' {X=f(A,B)} 
Y - C -> Y = C -> .L[A,BJ = C --+ C = .L[A,BJ 
Y = .L[XJ Y = .L[A, BJ Y = .L[A, BJ Y = .L[A, BJ 
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5'. T = .L[V] :: £ 

(a) re':!!2ve £ if T E V and .L[V] 1. J7[V]. 

(b) switch...!' 8ubot {(i) X = T :: £[X + Q][X/T] 
(ii) Q = T :: £[Y + Q][Q/T] 

ifT=f(Tt, ... ,T.) and .L[V] 1. .L+[V] 

for each X E V, vars(T) 
for each Y E V. 

(c) p~l {Ti=.L[V]li=1..n} u£ ifT=f(Tl, ... ,T.)and.L[V]1.~[V]. 

(d) .~t X = .L[V/] :: £[X + Q][X/.L[V/J] if T = X, where V' = V[X/Q]. 

6' • .L[ V] = T :: £ 8w~ch T = .L[ V] if T ¢ MTerm. 

Figure 4: Optimized rules 5 and 6. 

Example 4.4 The following is a segment of an analysis which determines that there may 
be an equation system described by the initial abstract equation system for which no variables 
remain free. 

{

X=f(A,B)} {X=/{A,B) } 
X=.L[Y] ~ f(A,B)=.L[Y] 
y=c y=c 

5'(c) 

/ 
5'(b)(i) 
-'-'+ 

5'(b)(ii) 

j
x =f(A'B») 
A = .L[Y] ......... 
B=.L[Y] 
y=c 

{
X = f(A, B)} 
Y = f(A, B) --> ••• 

f(A,B) = c 

{

X =f(A,B)} 
Q = f(A,B) --> ••• 

y=c 

Example 4.5 The following is a segment of an analysis which determines that the variable 
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A remains free for all equation systems described by the initial abstract equation system. 

{

X=f(A)} {X=f(A) } 
Y=f(B) ~ Y=f(B) 
Y = .L[X] f(B) = .L[X] 

5'(e) 

/' 
5'(b)(i) 
-'-'f 

5'(b)(ii) 

{ ~ :~~~~} ~ {~:~~~))} -+ ... 

B = .L[X] B = .L[A] 

{ 

f(B) = f(A)} 
Y=f(B) -+ ... 

X = f(B) 

{

X=f(A)} 
Y = f(B) 
Q =f(B) 

5 Correctness of abstract unification 

Proving correctness of abstract unification boils down to showing that whenever an abstract 
equation system £ describes a concrete system E, then for every step that E can make in the 
concrete unification algorithm, there is a corresponding abstract step that £ can make such 
that the resulting abstract equation system will describe the corresponding resulting concrete 
equation system. 

Proofs can be found in the appendix. 

Lemma 5.1 
If E -+ E' i- fail and £ ()( E, then there exists £' such that £ -+ £' and £' ()( E'. 

The fol1owing theorem now fol1ows easily. 

Theorem 1 correctness of abstract unification 
If £ ()( E and mgu( E) i- fail then, for any order in which abstract equations are considered, 
there exists £' such that £ -+' £' and £' ()( mgu( E). 

Moreover, we prove that freeness can be determined by considering all solved forms of the 
abstract unification algorithm. Intuitively, a solved form is an abstract equation system to 
which no rule in the algorithm applies. Although, as in the concrete algorithm [15] some rules 
may be repeatedly applied without changing the system. 

Definition 5.1 abstract solved form and abstract freeness 
We say that £ E AEqs is in solved form if: 

1. £ does not contain (inconsistent) equations of the form f(Tlo .. ·,Tn) = g(6, ... ,{m) 
(f / n -I- 9 / m) nor X = T such that X E vars( T) and T is compound. 

2. reduction with any applicable rule in the abstract unification algorithm does not change 
£ (up to superfluous meta-variables)'. 

lStrictly speaking, rules S'(h) and (e) can be applied to repeatedly add superfluous fresh meta-variables. 
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Let E: E AEqs be in solved form. We say that X is free in E: if X E vars(E:) and no equation 
in E: is of the form X = T where T E ATerm is compound2 or of the form 1.[ V) = 1.[ V') 
where X E VU V'. 

Theorem 2 correctness of freeness analysis 
Let E E Eqs and E: E AEqs such that E: ex E and assume that X E vars(E:) is not free under 
E. Then, for any order in which abstmct eqllations are considered, there exists a solved form 
of E: in which X is not free. 

The optimization suggested in Figure 4 is straightforward to justify as switching the sides 
of an abstract equation (rule 6') clearly mimics the corresponding equivalence preserving 
transformation on concrete equations. 

Theorem 3 termination of abstmct unification 
For every E:, the abstmct unification algorithm reaches all solved forms in a finite number of 
steps. 

We have proven the abstract algorithm correct for any order in which the abstract equa
tions are selected. However, some orders may yield more precise results, as illustrated by the 
following example. 

Example 5.1 precision I 
The following two abstmct unifications differ in the order in which the equations are chosen 
for reduction. 

5'(b)(i) 

{
X = f(f(Z))} 
Y = f(Z) 

{ 
X = I( Y) }. {X = I( Y) .} 6' {X = I( Y) } 5'(b)\ii) 

1. 1.[X]_ I(Z) - 1.[Y] = I(Z) - I(Z) = 1.[Y] {
X =/(Y)} 
Q = I(Z) 

5'(b)(i) 

/' 
{

X=/(Y) }6'{X=/(Y) } 5~i) 
2. 1.[X] = I(Z) - I(Z) = 1.[X] 

5'(c) 

5'(c) 
{

X =f(Y)} 
Z = 1.[Y] 

{ /(Z)=/(Y)}3~4{Z= Y } 
X-/(Z) X=/(Y) 

{
X = I(Y)} 
Q = I(Z) 

{
X =/(Y)} ~ {X =/(Y)} 
Z - 1.[X] Z = 1.[Y] 

Initially selecting the first equation in (J) results in a solved form (the upper one) which 
indicates possible non-freeness of Y. However, all solved forms obtained when selecting first 
the •• econd equation, a.' in (2), indicate that Y is free. Hence, we can be sure that Y is free 
in the solution of any equation system described by the initial ab .• tmct eqllation system. 

2 An abstract term is compound if it is not 11 variable and not of the form J![V]. 
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Example 5.1 indicates that the quality of the inferred freeness information is better if we delay 
substituting compound terms for variables in a meta-term. In (2), the substitution [X/feY)] 
by rule 4 is delayed because X occurs in a meta-term. Note that rule 5'(b)(i) in (2) applies a 
substitution [X/feZ)]. However, X does not occur in any meta-term to which this substitution 
is applied. 

A related issue which effects precision is illustrated by the following example: 

Example 5.2 precision II 
Consider the abstmct equation system 

[ = {f( W) = .t[Z],/(f( U)) = .t[Z]} 

in which the occurrences of the meta-term .t [Z] correspond to variables which possibly share. 
This means that either they do share and [ describes a concrete system of the form 

{f( W) = A'/(f( U)) = A}; 

or they do not share and the system described is of the form 

{f( W) = A'/(f( U)) = B} . 

In both cases U remains free. Our algorithm will not detect this because choosing either 
equation involves the substitution of a compound term into a meta-term . . For instance, 

{
f( W) = .t[Z] } 5'(b)(i) {f( W) = 1.[ U]} 5'(b)(i) { U = f( W) } 
f(f( U)) = .t[Z] -> Z = f(f( U)) -> Z = f(f(f( W))) . 

Observe that we cannot annotate the meta-term 1.[ U] as compound (because .t[Z] may cor
respond to a fresh variable Q) and hence we must consider the application of rule d (b) which 
as iIIustmted indicates that U is possibly non-free. However, note that the abstmct equation 
system 

[' = {feW) = z'/(f(U)) = .t[Z]} 

is equivalent to [ in the sense that both systems describe the same set of concrete systems. 
Applying our algorithm to [' preserves the freeness of U as iUustmted by: 

5'(b)(i) 

{
feW) = Z } / 
f(f( U)) = .t[Z] '\t 

5'(b)(ii) 

{ 
f( W) = f(f( U))} .! { W = f( U) } 
Z = f(f( U)) Z = f(f( U)) . 

{
feW) = Z } 2 {Z =f(W) } 
Q = f(l( U)) -> Q = !(I( U)) 

This example indicates a prefemble way to describe possible sharing between free variables. 
Thus, if an occurrence of a meta-term of the form .t[Z] in an abstract equation system [ 
only shares with other meta-terms in [ then we should replace that occurrence by Z. 
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6 Discussion 

This section introduces an extended notion of equation description which enables a richer 
domain of application and enables us to relate our domain with the domain Share X Free 
described in [16). Finally we describe how our algorithm can be integrated into a full analysis 
and conclude. 

An extended notion of description 

The notion of equation description is extended so that "equivalent" equation systems have 
the same description. With the current definition, the abstract equation system £ = {X = 
l.[Z), Y = .t[Z]} describes the concrete equation system //, = {X = f(A), Y = A} but not 
the equation system //. = {X = f( Y)} which is equivalent with respect to the variables X 
and Y. Consequently, if £ is intended to describe the initial state of a predicate p(X, Y) then 
the corresponding freeness analysis is correct for p(X, Y)lit but not necessarily for p(X, Y)//. 
in spite of the fact that the two atoms are equal up to renaming. 

Definition 6.1 equivalence of equation systems 
Two concrete systems of equations E, and E, are said to be equivalent with respect to a set 
of variables V, denoted E, '" v E" if there exist most general unifiers 8, and //. of Et and E, 
such that //, rV = 8.fV. The relation "'i>v .. is abbreviated by"'. 

Clearly, if Et '" v E, then E, and E, exhibit the same freeness for variables in V. Hence, if 
£ describes E, then the abstract unification of £ provides a safe approximation of the freeness 
of variables from V in mgu(E,). Hence: 

Definition 6.2 extended equation description 
Let V ~ PVar and E E Eqs. We say that £ E AEqs describes E with respect to V, denoted 
t: ()( 17' E iff there exists E' such that E '" v E' and t: ()( E'. The relation ()(ji'~ .. is abbreviated 
by ()(.n. 

Example 6.1 
We have { X = l.[Z), Y = Z} ()(i1, y) { X = f( Y) } because { X = f( Y) } "'{X, Y} 

{ X = f(A), Y = A} and { X = l.[Z), Y = Z} ()( { X = f(A), Y = A}. 

This extension does not change the abstract unification algorithm in any way. It only 
extends the class of concrete unifications which are mimicked by a given abstract unification. 
In particular, it enables us to relate the domain of abstract equation systems with the popular 
domain Share X Free. 

The abstract domain Share X Free 

One of the widely used domains for freeness analysis of logic programs is the domain Share X 

Free introduced in [16) and used in the analyses described in [5),[9) and [18). We illustrate 
how an element of the domain Share X Free can be expressed by an element of our domain. 
An abstract substitution 6. E Share X Free over a set of variables V ~ PVar is a subset of 
p( V). Each variable in a set S E 6. is annotated with fr or nf indicating that it is definitely 
free or possibly non-free. Intuitively, each set S E 6. represents the fact that there may be 
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one or more shared variables occurring in the terms to which the variables in S are bound. If 
a variable X appears only in a singleton set, then the terms to which it is bound may contain 
only variables which do not appear in any other term. If a variable X does not occur in any 
set, then there is no variable that may occur in the terms to which it is bound and thus those 
terms are definitely ground. 

Let ~ = { S., . .. , Sm } be an abstract substitution over V in the domain Share X Free. 
The translation of ~ to our domain is as follows: 

1. associate a distinct meta-variable Zj with each set Sj (j = Lm); 

2. for every X in V define the set of meta-variables Vx = {Zj IX E Sj}; 

3. define t'a = {X = .t[Vx]IXfr E ~}U{X = -L[Vxllxnf E~} U{X = -L+[Q;]IX rf- ~}3, 
where all Q; 's are fresh variables. 

Observe that t'a can often be refined as suggested in Example 5.2 (above). 

Example 6_2 Let ~ = {{Xfr, yfr},{yfr,zfr},{Xfr},{Zfr}} and 

E = { X = a, Y = B, Z = C}. So, ~ describes substitutions which map either X and Y or 
Y and Z to the same variable, but not X and Z. Consequently, both Z and C remain free 
under a solution of any E U E' where E' is described by~. The translation of ~ to abstract 
equations is 

t'a = { X = .t[Z., Z3], y = .t[Z., Z2], Z = .t[Z2' Z4]} . 

After removing superfluous meta-variables and following the refinement suggested in Example 
5.2 we obtain: 

t't,. = { X = Z., Y = .t [Z., Z2], Z = Z2} . 

The analysis proceeds applying abstract unification to E U t't,.: . 

X=a 
Y-B 
Z-C 
X = Z. 
Y = .t[Z., Z2] 
Z = Z2 

4 x3 
-> 

X = a 
Y=B 
Z=C 
a = Z. 
B = .t[Z., Z2] 
C= Z2 

S'(d) 
-> 

X= a 

Y = .t[Z., Z2] 
Z= C 
a = Z. 
B = .t[Z .. Z2] 
C=Z2 

indicating as desired that Z and C are definitely free. 

-"'--+ 

X = a 
Y = -L[Z2] 
Z= Z2 
Z. = a 
B = -L[Z2J 
C= Z2 

3If the domain of abstract equations is enriched so that J! describes a. ground term (as discussed below) 
then the J.+[Q.:1 can be replaced by the more precise J!. 
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The following example highlights the reason our abstract unification algorithm is bound 
to h~ more prpcis~ than other previous proposals. The example iIlustrate. a general situation 
whit-h may often arise in tll(' ('.()UfS(\. of an anaiYHiH. 

Example 6.3 precision III 
Assume two variables X and Y which are definitely free and passibly share, and consider a 
unification which binds both X and Y to compaund terms, for instance: 

{
X=f(W) } 

E = Y = f(f( U)) 

The abstract substitution ~ = {{Xfr, yfr}, {Xfr}, {yfr} } in Share x Free captures the shar
ing and freeness information specified above. Translation into ab •• troct equations and ap
plic(ltion of the refinement as suggested in Example 5.2 gives (after removing superfluous 
meta-variables): 

I {X = 2 } 
Ed = Y = .J!(2) . 

Solving E U E~ proceeds as follows: 

I X =f(W) ) 
Y - f(f( U)) 4"':; 2 

X=2 
Y = .J!(2) 

5'(b)(i) I
x = f( W)) 1 X = f(f( U))) 
y = f(f( U)) Y = f(f( U)) 
/(W) =/(I(U)) ..... ........ W =/(U) 

2 - f(f( U)) 2 = f(f( U)) 

I J : ~~;b))) 21 J : ~i;b.))) 
f( W) = 2 ..... 2 = f( W) . 
Q = f(f( U)) Q = f(f( U)) 

lX=f(W) ) /< 
Y=f(f(U)) / 
f( W) = 2 
f(f( U)) = .J!(2) ~ 

5'(b)(ii) 

indicating that U is definitely free. In contrast, the algorithms described in {16, 5, 18} do not 
capture this freeness. 

Towards a full analysis 

There are strong indications that the abstract unification algorithm described above derives 
fr~('IJess information with a higher degree of precision than previous proposals. However, 
our abstract domain lacks several types of information such as 97'Otmdness and linearity4 

which can provide more precise sharing information and consequently affect also the freeness 
information. Introducing an additional annotation J! on meta-terms to indicate a ground 
term is straightforward. Linearity information is harder to handle . 

.. A term is linear if every varia.ble occurs at most once in it. 
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In a recent paper [3], Codish et al. show how sharing information can be derived with 
a high degree of precision by combining the domain Share defined by Jacobs and Langen 
[12] with the domain ASub defined by S!Ilndergaard [17]. The combined domain, denoted 
Share*ASub, propagates groundness with a good degree of precision (as in the domain Share) 
and captures linearity information (as in the domain ASub). 

We propose the domain (Share*AS"b) x Free as a good candidate for sharing and freeness 
analysis. Given a triplet (At. A2, A3) in this domain and a concrete set of equations E, abstract 
unification proceeds in two steps: 

1. (At. A2) is applied, as described in [3], to derive sharing information for E using the 
Share*AS"b domain. The result is a pair (AI, A~). 

2. Define ~ = (At. A3) and take t:6. as described above. Evaluate the freeness information 
for the abstract system of equations t:6. U E. The result is a set of variables A; which 
are free in all solved forms of the abstract unification algorithm. 

'I'll(' result of the abstract unification is the triplet in 
(Shll1y·*AS"b) x /-in. 

Conclusions 

The paper presents a concise and correct abstract unification algorithm, providing the basis 
for a precise freeness analysis for logic programs. Our approach consists in carefully mimicking 
ea.ch step in a concrete unification algorithm. This allows us to obtain in a straightforward 
fashion a clear and intuitive algorithm together with a proof of its correctness. To the best of 
our knowledge, this paper presents the first proof of correctness of a freeness analysis (which 
considers sharing information) for logic programs. 

We have described and are currently implementing the integration of our algorithm with 
an additional component which infers sharing information with a high degree of precision. 
The combined algorithm is expected to improve on current proposals. 

The abstract unification algorithm described in this paper is designed by mimicking the 
concrete algorithm of [15] which applies an occur check. An interesting ,direction for future 
research is to design an algorithm which instead considers rational trees such as the algorithm 
proposed by Colmerauer in [4]. 
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Appendix 

Proof of Lemma 5.1 

Suppose that E .... E' of lail and [ IX E. We construct [' such that [ .... [' and [' IX E'. 
[ IX E implies that there exists an abstract term replacement 1', coherent with [, such that 
I'([) = E; fix this 1'. Let e be the equation in E that is reduced, i.e., E = e:: E. Then 
there is £ E [ such that 1'(£) = e, i.e., [= £:: t. [' is constructed by indicating which rule 
of the abstract unification algorithm is applied to reduce £. [' IX [ is then shown by giving a 
1", coherent with [', such that 1"([') = E'. The proof is divided according to the structure 
of the abstract unification algorithm in Figure 3. P denotes some variable in PVar; t, t; and 
S; are terms in PTerm, T E ATerm \ MTerm. 

1(1,2,3)1£= X=X, £= Ih, ... ,Tn)=X, or £= I(T" ... ,Tn)=/(6"",~n).Inthese 
cases, e is respectively of the form P = P, I( tI, .. . , tn) = P or I( t\, . .. , tn) = I(s" . .. , sn). 
So, e is reduced by respectively a remove, switch or peel step. [' is constructed by applying 
the corresponding steps 1, 2 or 3 of the abstract unification algorithm to equation c. 1<' is 
tak"" equal to I'; clearly, 1<' is coherent with [' and 1'( [') = Ji)'. 

lim £ = X = T. This case follow~ in a similar way as case 5( d) below. 

1 (5) 1 £ = T = .L[ V]. In this case, e may have one of the following forms. 

(a,b) e = P = P or e = l(t" ... , tn) = P. So, e is reduced by respectively a remove or 
switch step. [' is constructed by applying the corresponding step 5( a) or 5(b) from 
the abstract unification algorithm to equation £. 1" is taken equal to 1'; clearly, 1" is 
coherent with [' and 1'([') = E'. 

(c) e = l(tt, ... ,tn) = I(s" ... ,sn) and e is reduced by applying a peel step, yielding 
E'= {tt=s), ... ,tn=sn}UE. ThenT=f(T), ... ,Tn). Applying rule 5(c) of the 
abstract algorithm gives [' = {Tt = .Lt[V], ... ,Tn = .Ln[V]} U t. Define 1" to be 
the same as I' except that the new occurrences of .L[V] are mapped by I"(.L;[V]) = S; 

(i = 1..11). It is straightforward to show that 1" is an abstract term replacement and. 
that 1"([') = E'. Moreover, let'~ and e be occurrences of equated terms in [' such 
thatl"(~) = s, I"(e) = 8' and 'var8(s) n var8(s') of 0. Then: (1) if sand s' are 
left or right sides of equations in E then also vars(I'(~)) n VarS(I,(e)) of 0 and hence 
var8( {) n vars( n of 0; (2) if 8, S' E {8), ... , sn} then vars( {) = vars( {') = V and as we 
assume that V of 0, vars(O n vars(e) of 0; (3) if s E {s), . .. , sn} and s' is an occurrence 
of an equated term in E then vars( s) n vars( s') of 0 =? vars(f( 81, ... , s.)) n vars( 8') of 0 
which implies that vars(.L[V]) n vars(e) of 0. Hence [' IX E'. 

(d) e = P = t and e is reduced by a substitute step, yielding E' = P = t :: E[P/t]. Then 
T = X, I'(X) = P and I'{.L[V]) = t. Applying rule 5(d) of the abstract algorithm gives [' = X = .L[V'] :: t[X + Q][X/.L[V'J], where V' = V[X/Q]. Define I" as follows: 
I"(X) = P, I<'(.L[V']) = t, and for every f in [, 1"(f[X + Q][X/.L[V'J]) = l'(f)[P/t]. 
Then f' ex: l~" uuder /I,', as W(~ show now. 

By construction it is obvious that 1" is an abstract term replacement and that 1"([') = 
E'. Also 1" is coherent: let 8t and S2 be occurrences of terms in P = t :: E and 
consider the corresponding terms sl and ~ after performing t.he substitution. Let 6, 
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t2. ~: and ~~ I", snch that. 11(6) = "" ,,(€,) = .'" I'(€D = .,: 0.11<1 I'(~~) = 8~. We have 
to prove that if .; and s~ shaw, then ~; and ~~ do. Clearly, if 011" of .; and .~ is the 1', 
it will not share with the other. If one of them is the term t and shares with the other, 
it can also easily be shown that ~; and ~~ share. Now suppose s; and 8~ are occurrences 
in E that share. Then sl = SI[P/t] and 8~ = .,[P/t]. We distinguish the following 
cases: (1) SI and 8, share. Because J.t is coherent, 6 and ~, share, and because syntactic 
substitution preserves sharing between terms, also ~; and ~2 share. (2) 81 and., do 
not share. Then it must be the case that P appears in only one of them, say in 81 (the 
other case is symmetric) and t and s, share. Because J.t is coherent, 1.[V] and ~, share; 
furthermore, X E vars(6). So £1 and £~ share by construction. 

~o;: 1.[V]=T. 

:(a,b,c) The cases e;: P = P, e '" l(tl, ... ,t.) = P and e;: l(tl, ... ,t.) =/(81,""s,) are 
, similar to cases 5( a,b,c). 

(d) e;: P = t and the rule applied is a sub8titute, yielding E' '" I' = t :: E[P/t]. Then 
11.( 1.[ V]) = I' and lie T) = t. We distinguish two cases: 

(i) If P E V, then rule 6( d)(i) should be applied with P for X, giving £';: P = 
T :: t[ P + QJ[P /T] (note that P E V and P E var8( T) implies that P E var8( t), in 
which case the occur check would lead to failure of the concrete unification; hence, 
we may assume P ~ var8(T». Define J.t' as follows: J.t'(P) = P, J.t'(T) = t and for 
fin t, J.t'(f[P + QJ[P/fJ) = ,,(f)[P/t]. It is easily verified that I" is an abstract 
term replacement and that J.t'(£') = E'. In a similar way as in case 5(d), it follows 
that J.t' is coherent. 

(ii) If P ~ V, then rule 6(d)(ii) should be applied. Let 81, ... ,S. be all occurrences 
of terms which contain Pin E, and let 6, ... ,(. be the corresponding terms in t, 
i.e., J.t(~;) = S; for i = Ln. Now let Y be a variable that is shared by all ~;, and 
choose this Y in rule 6(d)(ii), giving [';: Q = T :: try + QJ[Q/T]. Define ,,' as 
follows: li(Q) = 1', ,l(T) = t and for f in t, ,,'(T[Y + Q][QIT]) = J.t(T)[Plt]. It is 
.'a .• i1y verifi ... 1 t.hat It' is an a.bstract t.Nm repla.cem(>n! a.nd t.hat. 1/([') = E'. In a 
simila.r way a~'i ill ('a:-;(' ;)(d), it follows t.Jlat. Il' is (~()ll('r(~1I1.. 

[0)]£ '" 1.[Vd = 1.[V,]. D'·IIot .. V = V,U V" (; '" 81 = II "lid I,' = {s, = 1" ... ,8. = t.}U 

E. SO there are occurrences 1.;[VI] and 1.;[V,] such that J.t(1.;[Vd) = 8; and J.t(1.;[V,]) = t; 
(i = Ln) and J.t(£) = E. There are four cases depending on the structure of e: 

(a) e;: I' = P, which is reduced by a remove, giving E';: {s, = 1" ... ,8. = t.} u E. 
Construct IL' to map 2n - 2 occurrences of .i[ V] to the terms 8i and Ii (i = 2 .. n). 
Moreover, for every occurrence of an abstract term T in t, IL' maps T[ ApI 1.[ V]] to 

PEV 
I'(T). It is straightforward to show that IL' is a coherent abstract term replacement and 
that ,,'( £') = E'. 

(b,c) e;: l(tl, ... ,t.) = P and e;: l(tl, ... ,t.) =/(81, ... ,8.) are similar. 
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(d) c '" P = t. In t.his case II' is const.ructed to map 2n occurrpn('"s of .L[ V] respectively 
to the terms P, t, Si[P/t] and ti[P/t] (i = 2 .. n). Moreover, for every occurrence of an 
abstract term r in t, 1" maps r[ 1\ P/.L[VJJ to p.(r)[P/t]. It. is easily verified that 1" 

PEV 
is coherent and that. /1'(£') = E'. 

o 

Proof of Theorem 1 

By induction on the number of steps applied in the mgu algorithm, using Lemma 5.1, it 
follows directly that if £ ex E and mgu(E) # fail then there exists £' such that £ -* £' and 
£' ex mgu(E). Now suppose that the abstract. equations are considered in a different order 
when applying the abstract unification algorithm to £, giving £ -->* £". This mimicks solving 
E in a different order. Because choosing the equations in a different order in the concrete 
unification algorithm does not influence the result (up to renaming variables), £11 ex mgu( E). 

o 

Proof of Theorem 2 

Assume the premise of the theorem. By Theorem 1, for any order in which the abstract 
pquations are selected, t.here exists £' such that £ -->* £' and £' ex myn( F:). Since X is 
1101. rrt~, lInd(,f 1IIgu( ",'), tlU'f(' ('xists a.n eq1latioll of the form X ::::; l ill 1n!Ju( E) where t is 

compound. Since £' ex mgn(E), there is an abstract equation £ in £' which is mapped by an 
abstract term replacement to X = t. Consider the following cases depending on the structure 
of £ (observe that a solved form of £' is also a solved form of E): 

Case (1): £ is of the form .L[V] = .L[V1and X E V U V'. Then any solved form of £' will 
contain an equation of the form .L[ V U V1 = .L[ V U V'] in which X is not free. 

Case (2): £ is of the form X = r where r is compound. Then depending on the order in 
which equations are selected: (a) if rule 7 (in the abstract unification algorithm) is applied 
to an equation involving X then we are finished since case (1) holds; (b) if a variable in r 

is replaced by another term then the resulting term is also compound and the form of £ is 
preserved; (c) since £' describes a set of concrete equations in solved form, there can be no 
equation (besides £) of the form X = r'. However, there may be an equation of the form 
.L[V] = r' with X E V. If such an equation is selected, then application of rule 6(d)(i) 
introduces an equation of the form X = r' and £ is replaced by r' = r. If r' is compound, 
then we are safe as the equation X = r' indicates that X is not free. If r' is a variable then 
we have X = r' and r' = r which eventually give X = r. 

C""" (3): E is oft.he form .L[V] = r where X E V, r E Term and X cf. vnrs(r). Then either: 
(a) £ is chosen, in which case rule 6(d)(i) yields an equation of the form X = r and the 
argument of case (2) holds; or another equation is chosen in which case either (b) £ remains 
of the same form and is eventually chosen in which case 3( a) holds; or (c) an equation of the 
form .L[ VI = .l[ V'I with X E V U V' is obtained and case 1 holds. 

Case (4): E does not contain X. In this case, X does not occur in £' at all (otherwise mgu(E) 
would not be in solved form), hence, by Definition 5.1, X is not free in any solved form of £'. 

o 
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Proof of Theorem 3 

The proof is similar to that given in (15) for concrete unification where equation systems 
arc associated with elements of the well-founded domain of triplets (n], n2, na) with the lex
icographical ordering where n) is the number of variables occurring more than once in an 
equation system, n2 is the number of occurrences of function symbols, and na the number of 
equations of the form X = X or t = X (where t is compound). In our case, a similar well
founded ordering is used on quadruples (n), n2, na, n.) where n] corresponds to the number 
of variabl<,s which Of.cur in the initial a.bstract equation system and occur more than once 
(hence fresh variables introduced to represent sharing are not considered), n2 is the number 
of occurrences of function symbols, na is the number of abstract equations that can describe 
an equation of the form X = X or t = X and ~ is the number of equations of the form 
.l[V] = .l[V/) such that V # V' or of the form .l[V) = T. 

A transition of the form t: ~ t:' reduces the value of (n], n2, na, n.) as follows: 

• rules 1 and 5/(a) reduce na (or nJ), 

• rule 2 reduces n3, 

• rules 3 and 5/(c) reduce n2, 

• rules 4, 5/(b) and 5/(d) reduce n), and 

• rules 6' and 7 reduce n •. 

o 
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